Floristry
Level 2 Technical Certificate in Floristry
Level 3 Advanced Technical Diploma in Floristry
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Does working with flowers all day and making people’s days
brighter with a beautiful bouquet sound like a dream job to you?
Ready to explore? Floristry might be the career for you.
If you are looking for a creative job that requires a good eye for
design and the ability to coordinate what you envision with your
hands, then a floristry course at Highbury is a great starting point.
Are you a people person? There is a lot of dealing with the
general public and talking to clients. As a florist you will be
providing flowers for all the big occasions in people's lives. There
are many directions you can take your career as florist from
working in a florist, being a freelance florist, running your own
business, working on a cruise ships or to being a flower buyer for
large supermarket chains.
We offer a level 2 course that will introduce you to the industry
and give you all the basic skills to be a florist. You can then
progress to level 3, which will give you the opportunity to develop
your own floral style and learn the European styles of design.

Emma
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What qualification will I
gain?
The Level 2 Technical Certificate in Floristry is aimed at
people that are looking to start a career in the floristry industry.
You could progress into employment, onto an Apprenticeship,
or further develop your professional and technical skills by
taking the qualification at Level 3.
The Level 3 Advanced Technical Diploma in Floristry is for
people who are interested in developing the specific technical
and professional knowledge and skills that will lead to
meaningful employment in the floristry industry. You will
explore a wide range of industry areas. On completion, you
may progress into employment or within your current role, or
onto further learning including university or an Apprenticeship.

What will I be
studying?
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People interested in the Level 2 Technical Certificate in
Floristry will study theoretical aspects of the subject and apply
them to practical tasks.
Compulsory topics include:
• Working in the floristry industry
• Preparing to create floristry designs
• Creating floristry design
• Customer service
• Caring for and maintaining floristry products
• Floristry design principles
• Health and safety
• Work experience (150 hours)

What will I be
studying?
People interested in the Level 3 Advanced
Technical Diploma in Floristry will study
theoretical aspects of the subject and apply them
to practical tasks. Compulsory topics include:
• Principles of the creative design
• Plant and flower care
• Hand-tied designs
• Designs in a medium
• Wired designs
• Glued designs
• Business management and marketing
• Trends in the floristry industry
• Event floristry
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How will I be
assessed?
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Technical qualifications are based around the development of a
toolkit of knowledge, understanding and skills that you will need in
order to have the capability to work in the Floristry industry. You will
be able to apply your knowledge, understanding and skills in decision
making to solve problems and achieve given outcomes
independently and confidently. You will be required to draw together
your learning from across the qualification which will be assessed
through the synoptic assignment component. In this externally set,
internally marked and externally moderated assessment the focus is
on bringing together, selecting and applying learning from across the
qualification. You will be given an appropriately levelled, substantial,
occupationally relevant problem to solve or outcome to achieve. For
example, this might be in the form of a briefing from a client, leaving
the you with the scope to select and carry out the processes required
to achieve the client’s wishes, as you would in the workplace.
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Assessment
Level 2 Technical Certificate in
Floristry

Level 3 Advanced Technical Diploma
in Floristry

At Level 2, the typical assignment brief could be to deal with a
customer enquiry for the creation of floristry products. This may
require you to interact with a customer (orally, in writing and/or
electronically) complete documentation and costings, plan and
create the floristry products and ensure they meet customer and
organisational requirements.

At Level 3, the typical assignment brief could be to meet the
requirements of a complex order from receiving the order,
through planning to construction and evaluation. You will need to
meet the specific requirements of the customer and select
appropriate materials and techniques to ensure the brief is fully
met. You will also get the opportunity to explore business
processes with floristry by preparing for an event. You will need
to draw on your skills and knowledge from across the
qualification to ensure the commercial and creative requirements
of the brief are met.

At Level 2, there is an external exam for stretch, challenge and
integration. The external exam draws from across the mandatory
content of the qualification, using:
v Multiple choice questions to confirm breadth of knowledge and
understanding.
v Multiple choice applied knowledge and understanding questions,
giving candidates the opportunity to demonstrate higher level,
integrated understanding through application, analysis and
evaluation.
There is an internally marked theory exam

At Level 3, there is an external exam for stretch, challenge and
integration. The external assessment will draw from across the
mandatory content of the qualification, using a range of shorter
questions to confirm breadth of knowledge and understanding.
Extended response questions are included, giving you the
opportunity to demonstrate higher level understanding and
integration through discussion, analysis and evaluation.

Recommended reading
The Professional Florists
Manual
available from amazon.co.uk
and
Professional Florists' Manual
- British Florist Association
£29.95
Cut Flowers
Available from amazon.co.uk
£16.99
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Kit List
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Floristry Kit:
Knife, scissors, pot tape, wires, stapler and parafilm tape can be
purchased from the department at induction £25

Handy extras for your kit :
You will also need a small tool/storage box for your kit, these are
readily available in shops such as B&Q, The Range etc. 2 x tea
towels, an apron, a dustpan and brush and a camera, if you do
not have one on your phone

Required Stationery:
v 3 X A4 Folders
v Dividers
v Pens
v Pencils
v Basic paint set and paint brush
v Notepad
v Small Sellotape and dispenser
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Flowers
For Level 2: Flower costs £18 per week, if you
are under 18, this is free. Over 18s to be paid
weekly. This is the wholesale price, so you are
getting around £40 a week for £18.
Flowers are yours to take home at the end of the
2 days if you have paid for them. If your course is
funded or you are under 18 you have the option
to buy the flowers at £18 or they will be sold by
the college, should you not wish to purchase
them.
For Level 3 the price is included in your fees.

Work
Experience
These Technical qualifications include employer
involvement. This means that it is a requirement
for all students to undertake meaningful activity
involving employers during their study.
Level 2 Work Experience is 40 hours’ work
experience in a florist is required, you are
expected to find your own placement. This a
requirement of the course. A health and safety
check MUST be completed before you start work
experience.
Level 3 Work Experience is 80 hours in a florist.
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Careers in
Floristry

The Level 2 Technical Certificate in Floristry could lead to the following
employment opportunities:
•

Trainee florist

•

Junior florist

The Level 3 Advanced Technical Diploma in Floristry could lead to the
following employment opportunities:
•

Florist

•

Senior florist

•

Florist shop manager

Colour
Wheel
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The choice of colours by a florist is the most
fundamental aspect of floral design. Colour
suggests emotions and influences how we
view things. It is a good idea for florists to
make their own colour wheel using paints. The
only colours needed are, the primary colours,
red, yellow and blue.
Primary
Colours

Red - Cannot be made by mixing other colours
Blue - Cannot be made by mixing other colours
Yellow - Cannot be made by mixing other colours

Secondary Purple - Mix blue and red
Colours
Green - Mix blue and yellow
Orange - Mix yellow and red
Tertiary
Colours

Red / Orange - Mix red and orange
Yellow / Orange - Mix yellow and orange
Red / Purple - Mix red and violet
Blue / Purple - Mix blue and violet
Blue / Green - Mix blue and green
Yellow / Green - Mix yellow and green

Using paints, start with the primary colours
red, blue and yellow. Then mix your
secondary colours, green , orange and purple.
Finally, mix a primary and secondary colour
together to get the tertiary colours, e.g. green
yellow, red-orange. and paint the coloured
segments. Your colour wheel is now
complete.
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Key Words and
Specialist Language
There are a number of specialist terms used in
Floristry. Complete your own research into the key
words listed and create your own glossary of terms
to support you when you start your course.
Tip: Remember to look for a meaning that relates to
the floristry industry.

Contact us…
emma.gaylor@highbury.ac
.uk
highburycollegefloristry
#highburyfloristry

Summary
Floristry within the UK economy earns
more than £2.2 billion every year. If you
choose to study with us, you could go on
trips to wholesalers within the UK and in
the Netherlands, while getting hands-on
training. Our lecturers have many years
of experience in the industry, and we
offer lots of work experience
opportunities.
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Thank
you
We look forward to
meeting you soon
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